
Oil By-Pass Filter Installation 

By: Woodnthings8 



Keeping clean oil in a 7.3L Powerstroke is probably the most important thing you can do 
to increase longevity and decrease wear. The oil filter installed works good to clean the 
oil but is only rated to about 40 micron. Diesel engines can be tough on the oil so some 
added filtration will help the oil stay cleaner longer. Adding a by-pass filter to the oil 
system is a good way to help keep the oil cleaner and make it last longer. Soot is the key 
element that doesn’t get captured in the standard oil filter due to the particle size. A by-
pass filter only filters a small amount of oil so it can have a much lower micron rating 
that will trap even the smallest particles.  
 
By-pass filters are not new and there are many ways to install a by-pass filter. I found 
the price of the kits to be  the part I did not like. I came across Springerpop’s by-pass 
filter set-up and I liked the simplicity of the installation. The only part I didn’t like is the 
filter being mounted on the outside of the frame rail. I looked at building a rock guard 
around the filter, but I ended up deciding to mount mine on the inside of the frame rail 
behind the transfer case. My truck has a skid plate on the transfer case cross member so 
it will protect the filter. 
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Collecting the parts is pretty simple, I ended up ordering everything except the hoses from 
Grainger.com. I found the prices to be competitive and they have a retail store near me, so I 
ordered everything off of their website and picked it up as a will call, so no shipping fees. I 
ordered the hoses from a local hydraulic shop. They fabricated them for me from an over the 
phone request and had them ready for pick-up when I got off of work. One hose was made 
75” and has a 90 degree fitting at one end and a straight fitting at the other end. This is my 
pressure hose. The other one is 72” long and has two straight fittings, this is my return hose. 
 
Here is a list of items I used: 
QTY Nomenclature  Part Number Grainger P/N Price 
1            Baldwin Filter Base  OB1305  4ZMX1  $28.76 
1 Baldwin By-Pass Filter B50  2KZE5  $5.84 
1            1/8”NPT-#4 JIC 90 degree 2024-2-4S 6W439  $3.62 
2            1/8” NPT-#4 JIC Straight 2021-2-4S 6W433  $1.03 
1            3/8” NPT-#4 JIC Straight 2021-6-4S 2F305  $2.21 
1 75” #4 JIC Hose       $37.08 
1            72” #4 JIC Hose      $32.14 
1 1/8” x 1 ¼” x 36” Angle   LOWES  $7.99 
1  ¼” x 4” x 12” Plate Steel   LOWES  $9.46 
1    MISC.  SS Fasteners    LOWES  $24.00  
       Total $152.13 
  



The OB1305 Filter Base can be 

used with the B50, B164, and 

BT341 filters. I decided to go with 

the B50 as the length of 5 3/8” 

along with the filter base will fit 

within the frame rail, keeping the 

filter more protected. 



Mounting The Filter on the Frame 

Coming up with a mount for the filter base wasn’t too much of a problem. I wanted to 

make it easy for others to make and use so I came up with a completely bolt on 

solution.  For those with a welder it can be welded too. 

The mount is made up from two 4” long pieces of 1/8” x 1 ¼” angle iron and a 7 5/8” x 

4” x ¼” flat plate. These both were purchased at my local Lowes. I could have got it a 

little cheaper by going to my local steel yard, but I picked up everything on a Saturday 

so I paid a bit more for convenience.  



The angles are mounted to the horizontal flanges 

on the frame. I drilled 3/16” holes in the frame to 

mount the angles. Using three 3/16” bolts to mount 

it, makes for little to no problem for those that fret 

drilling holes into their frame. 

Here you can see the lower angle bracket 

bolted to the frame. Makes for a solid mount 

that will hold the filter securely. The upper 

mount is exactly the same layout. Drilling the 

holes can be a little tricky, a short drill and bit 

will make it go pretty easy though. 

(Using a compact drill for 

the upper flange holes) 



Mounting the plate to the angles is done 

using three ¼” bolts at the bottom, and 

two at the top.  

The filter head mounts using three 5/16” 

bolts. The center upper bolt on the filter 

head also mounts the plate to the angle. 







Filter base uses 1/8” NPT fittings. One 

90 degree and one straight, both are 

37 degree JIC for the hoses. 

Fittings used to do this install.  



The hose I decided to use is overkill!!!! They 

are ¼” hose that have JIC fittings and are rated 

to 3000 psi working pressure. The Parker 

451TC hose can withstand lots of abuse and 

should last for a long time. It has a pretty 

resilient covering that keeps it protected from 

wear. 

The pressure hose was made to be 75” long 

with a 90 degree fitting on one end and a 

straight fitting on the other end,  

The return hose was made to 72” and has two 

straight fittings. 

 

Parker 13943 
Parker 10643 

Parker 451TC 



Plugs that are removed for the 

fittings to tap into the OEM oil 

system. 

The 3/8” plug is a direct access to 

the oil pan. The return oil from the 

by-pass filter will be returned 

directly to the oil pan. 

JIC fittings installed, ready for the 

hoses. 



Hoses installed on the fittings. The hoses route to the frame rail and along the 

inside to just behind the transfer case to the by-pass filter. 



Completed filter installation showing the the hoses and the flow for the oil. 



Grainger Parts List 



I did change my oil while doing this. I have sent out a few samples over the last 

couple of years. When I get enough miles (approx 3k) I will pull another sample 

and have it tested. This will allow me so see any differences the by-pass filter 

offers. 

 

Hopefully I have put enough information for others to install their own. If any 

questions come up feel free to PM me! 

 

Thanks 

 

Ken 


